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In this age of communication many people prefer to have partners from countries and lands other than their own.
Russia or the former Soviet Union is well known for its beauty. Men from all over the world especially the Western
countries are interested in finding partners from Russia. However the path towards such a relationship is full of
hindrances.
The route taken by most men is the worldwide internet. To get to know the real person you have to meet them
personally. Often people do not disclose their inner feelings even when they meet. In any case the virtual
relationships are the very difficult to hold onto.
Get out of the Cybernetic World
The sooner you step out of this virtual world the better. The virtual world is poles apart from the real world. The
personality of a person can be transformed over the written messages. The first step is to get to know the real
person. You should have conversations over the phone to get a better understanding of the person. Video calls
take you a step further in recognizing the true personality of the concerned person.
Say No to Monetary Transactions
Money makes the mare go and surely it is also behind many of the relations formed in the virtual world. You
should keep the information about your assets to yourself. Never disclose it online. Never offer to send money to
your Russian love interest. If she cannot afford to buy the plane ticket to meet you, you can send her the ticket.
Never send her money. This will set a bad precedent. This way you will be instigating her to demand money again
and again by making different excuses.
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Summary:
Relationships take time to build. Men who are
into online relationships should not try to
expedite matters. They should also beware the
women who try to rush things. Every
relationship needs time to mature. The women
and the men should give ample time to develop
an understanding with each other. A women
who moves the conversation towards marriage
too soon, should be avoided.
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Don’t Follow Stereotypes
Men who opt for relationships just because they believe in certain stereotypes, fail. You should not desire the
Russian women just because of some fantasy. Fantasies don’t last long. Russian women are also real people and
they should be accepted for their elegance. Relationships based on false notions don’t last long.
Slow and Steady Wins the Race
Relationships take time to build. Men who are into online relationships should not try to expedite matters. They
should also beware the women who try to rush things. Every relationship needs time to mature. The women and
the men should give ample time to develop an understanding with each other. A women who moves the
conversation towards marriage too soon, should be avoided.

Relationships take time to build. Men who are into online relationships should not try to expedite matters. They should also beware the
women who try to rush things. Every relationship needs time to mature. The women and the men should give ample time to develop an
understanding with each other. A women who moves the conversation towards marriage too soon, should be avoided.
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